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Abstract: Based on three-dimensional lightning data and an S-band Doppler radar, a strong rela-
tionship was identified between lightning activity and the radar volume of squall lines. A detailed
analysis of the squall line investigates the relationship following an exponential relationship. Accord-
ing to the correlation between lightning and the radar volume, three radar-volume-based lightning
parameterization schemes, named the V30dBZ, V35dBZ, and V40dBZ lightning schemes, have been
established and introduced into the weather research and forecasting (WRF) model. The performance
of lightning precondition by different lightning parameterization schemes was evaluated, including
the radar-volume-based schemes (V30dBZ, V35dBZ, and V40dBZ), as well as existing lightning schemes
(PR92_1, PR92_2, and the Lightning Potential Index (LPI)). The evaluation shows that the simulated
spatial lightning density and temporal lightning frequency by the radar-volume-based lightning
schemes are more consistent with the observations. While the two PR_92 lightning schemes sig-
nificantly underestimated the magnitude of lightning density. The radar-volume-based lightning
parameterization schemes are proven to be more reliable in estimating lightning activity than other
lightning schemes.

Keywords: lightning prediction; radar echo; squall line; lightning parameterization schemes

1. Introduction

Lightning hazards not only bring damage to industries and agriculture but also
threaten human life. Accurate forecasting and nowcasting of lightning are essential for
mitigating these risks and ensuring public safety. Furthermore, lightning serves as a
valuable tool for investigating scientific insights into severe convective weather, as well as
improving thunderstorms and precipitation forecasts [1–4]. Lightning frequency indicate
disastrous weather events associated with thunderstorms, such as hail, wind gusts, and
heavy rainfall [5,6].

Lightning activity is intimately related to the dynamical and microphysical processes
of thunderstorms [7–9]. Related studies have established robust quantitative relation-
ships between the lightning flash rate and different convective parameters representative
of thunderstorm intensity, such as temperature, convective available potential energy
(CAPE) [2,10], wind shear [11,12], relative humidity [13–15], cloud bottom height [16], the
volume of graupel and ice [17–19], and updraft [7,20]. In addition, the relationships among
lightning, dynamics, and microphysics are complicated, and exhibit distinct characteristics
in different geographical regions.

Generally, thunderstorms with high radar reflectivity tend to have longer lifetimes and
a more extensive convective zone accompanied by higher amounts of IC (intra-cloud) and
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CG (cloud-to-ground) lightning as compared to storms with moderate radar reflectivity [21].
The relationship between radar echo and lightning activity has been firmly established
in numerous studies [18,20,22–24]. Most lightning flashes concentrate in the convective
region with strong radar echo greater than 30 dBZ. Different lightning parameterization
schemes have been established based on the relationship between lightning frequency and
dynamical factors, such as cloud-top height (CTH), the maximum updraft velocity [25], the
volume of ice particles, and the radar echo volume in the mixed-phase region [26,27].

According to the charge transfer after the collision between different categories of hy-
drometeor particles, electrical parameters can be directly obtained based on the simulation
by different models coupled with the electrification charging mechanism and lightning dis-
charge parameterization [26,28–31]. Mansell et al. [29] simulated the electrical parameters,
including charge structure, electric field and lightning frequency by lightning discharge
parameterization, and different non-inductive charging schemes. Different types of thun-
derstorms demonstrated different charge structures and lightning characteristics based
on various charging mechanisms and lightning parameterization [32–34]. In addition, the
electric potential and the intra-cloud electric field are calculated directly based on the WRF
model coupled with the charging mechanism [35].

Furthermore, different lightning parameterization schemes relying on the relationship
between lightning activity and convective parameters have been proposed for lightning
prediction by different numerical models [36]. Cloud-resolving numerical models have the
capability to simulate the spatiotemporal dynamics and microphysics of thunderstorms.
Table 1 lists some simulation studies on lightning prediction by different convective pa-
rameters. Price and Rind [37] incorporated lightning parameterization schemes into the
weather research and forecasting (WRF) model based on the relationship between lightning
frequency with CTH and the maximum updraft velocity, respectively. McCaul et al. [38]
proposed two lightning parameterization schemes in the WRF model based on upward
fluxes of precipitating ice hydrometeors in the mixed-phase region at the level of −15 ◦C
and the vertically integrated amounts of ice hydrometeors in each model grid column. The
results showed that the first method can capture much of the temporal variability of the
lightning threat. In contrast, the second method does a better job of depicting the overall
coverage of the threat. Li et al. [39] proposed a method to predict lightning density based
on the masses of sinkable and non-sinkable ice in a mesoscale model. A combination of
weight sets of sinkable and non-sinkable ice contribution for the lightning parameterization
is provided. Furthermore, six convective parameters obtained from the WRF model, includ-
ing precipitation ice mass, ice water path, ice mass flux, updraft volume, maximum vertical
velocity, and CTH, are selected to predict lightning activity [40]. They point out that the
maximum vertical velocity is a better indicator of lightning activity in severe convective
storms. The mass flux of ice-phase particles can characterize the trend of lightning activity.
In addition, the ice–water channel is more accurate for estimating the lightning activity of
severe thunderstorms, while CTH is good at predicting isolated thunderstorms. However,
the updraft volume is not practical in lightning forecasting of thunderstorms. The predicted
lightning activity simulated by different single lightning parameterization schemes has its
own different advantages and disadvantages.

In addition, lightning prediction and forecasting have been improved by employing
combined lightning parameterization schemes rather than relying on a single scheme.
Bright et al. [41] developed a multi-parameter lightning parameterization scheme that
combines parameters such as lift condensation height (LCL), middle-level convective
available potential energy (CAPE), and equilibrium layer temperature. Furthermore, the
lightning potential index (LPI) and the index of potential electrical energy index (EP) have
been introduced into convection-permitting regional climate models, which integrate the
dynamics and microphysics factors to predict lightning activity associated with thunder-
storms [8,42,43]. However, Mortelmans et al. [44] pointed out that there is no single best
method to predict lightning, but a finer model resolution improves the accuracy of the
models. Different numerical models on a global scale can predict a wide range and long
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periods of lightning activity and its change. For example, Tost et al. [45] used four lightning
parameterization schemes, including updraft velocity, CTH, updraft volume flux, and sur-
face convective precipitation with a global atmospheric chemistry general circulation model
ECHAM5/MESSy, to predict the lightning frequency, with each combination requiring
a scaling factor to improve the simulation accuracy. It is important to note that different
convective and environmental factors have varying effects on the accuracy of lightning
forecasts. Using global climate model, Romps et al. [46] highlighted the importance of
CAPE×P (CAPE times precipitation) as an indicator for accurate lightning forecasting.
Subsequently, Finney et al. [47] used the flux of cloud–ice parameters from a UK Chemistry
and Aerosols model (UKCA) coupled with the atmosphere model (UM-UKCA) to predict
lightning activity under climate change scenarios. Different thunderstorm cases are accom-
panied by distinct environmental conditions, typically resulting in different lightning flash
rates. Therefore, it is uncertain whether lightning parameterization schemes can universally
estimate lightning activity for thunderstorms in different environments.

Table 1. The related studies of lightning prediction scheme and parameters by different models.

Reference Parameters Model

Price and Rind [37] CTH, updraft WRF

McCaul et al. [38] upward fluxes of precipitating ice,
vertically integrated amounts of ice WRF

Li et al. [39] masses of sinkable and
non-sinkable ice WRF

Barthe et al. [40]
precipitation ice mass, ice–water path,

ice mass flux, updraft volume, w,
CTH, updraft volume

WRF

Bright et al. [41] combine LCL, middle-level CAPE
and equilibrium layer temperature WRF

Yair et al. [42] LPI WRF
Lynn et al. [8] EP WRF

Tost et al. [45]
updraft velocity, CTH, updraft

volume flux, and surface
convective precipitation

ECHAM5/MESSy

Romps et al. [46]
Finney et al. [47]

CAPE × P
flux of cloud–ice parameters

global climate model (GCM)
UM-UKCA

This study aims to evaluate and verify the ability to predict lightning activity by
different lightning parameterizations based on the WRF model, focusing on the type of
squall line during the comprehensive coordinated field project [2]. Based on lightning data,
Doppler radar and meteorological data, the relationship between lightning activity and the
radar echo volume was quantified, and radar-based lightning parameterization schemes
were established and implemented into the WRF model. Furthermore, the lightning activity
of typical squall lines was thoroughly examined to evaluate the performance of the existing
different lightning schemes and the established radar-volume-based schemes in the WRF
model. The results will provide the response of lightning prediction to different lightning
schemes in thunderstorms over the study region and enhance our understanding of the
relationship between convective factors and lightning activity. Effective lightning schemes
are crucial for improving our understanding of lightning predictions and improving light-
ning forecasting.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Data
2.1.1. Lightning Data

Lightning data, including IC and CG lightning, are obtained from the Beijing Broad
Lightning Network (BLNET), which is a regional, multi-frequency band integrated light-
ning detection and location network that covers the entire Beijing area and parts of Hebei
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and Tianjin provinces, as shown in Figure 1. The BLNET consists of 16 stations covering
110 km in the west–east direction and 120 km in the north–south direction, each station
is equipped with a fast antenna, a slow antenna, a low-frequency (LF) antenna, and some
stations are equipped with a very high-frequency (VHF) antenna. In this study, the LF
lightning signal is used to provide three-dimensional lightning radiation sources with high
spatial and temporal lightning location information [48]. The time-to-arrival (TOA) posi-
tioning algorithm is adopted to locate the lightning position according to the time difference
of the lightning arriving at different stations by LF signal. The Chan algorithm [49,50]
and the Levenberg–Marquardt methods [51] are combined to accurately determine the
location of the lightning radiation source. The evaluation of the detection performance
of the BLNET shows that the detection efficiency of the network for the total lightning
frequency reached 93.2%, with theoretical horizontal errors of <200 m and vertical errors
of <500 m [52]. Details of the location algorithm and the lightning efficiency of BLNET
are provided by Wang et al. [48]. In addition, the horizontal location error of the BLNET
is determined between 52.9 and 250 m by the lightning location results of the lightning
hitting the high tower, which is captured by high-speed cameras. In brief, the BLNET could
provide reasonably decent lightning location information.
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Figure 1. Layout of the lightning detection network (BLNET) and Doppler radar platform. Sixteen
triangles represent the substations of BLNET equipped with slow/fast/LF antenna. The red star indi-
cates the operational S-band radar. The red polygon shows the boundary of the Beijing metropolitan
region, and the color shadings indicate the terrain height above sea level.

To locate accurate lightning, the lightning radiation sources are grouped by specific
rules. Firstly, only the lightning radiation sources detected by at least four stations are
considered. Secondly, the lightning radiation sources are grouped as one single lightning
within a time of less than 400 ms (millisecond) and a distance of less than 15 km [2,24].
Meanwhile, isolated locations are excluded to eliminate the possible background noise.
To identify the IC and CG lightning, the lightning radiation sources containing the return
stroke were identified as the CG lightning with the first return stroke serving as its location
and timing information. On the other hand, the first position of the lightning radiation
source represents the location of IC lightning. In addition, return strokes with positive and
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negative polarities are determined as positive CG (PCG) and negative CG (NCG) lightning,
respectively. However, it should be noted that intense or long-distance IC lightning could
be incorrectly recognized as PCG lightning, and thus, PCG lightning with a current less
than 10 kA is identified as IC lightning, according to Cummins et al. [53].

2.1.2. Radar Data

The radar reflectivity used in this study is obtained from the Beijing S-band Doppler
radar located at coordinates (39.8◦N, 116.4◦E). Nine elevation angles are scanned every
6 min from 0.5◦ to 14.5◦ with a radius of 230 km. The composited radar reflectivity repre-
sents the maximum reflectivity at each angle utilized in this study, which is interpolated
into 0.01◦ (latitude) × 0.01◦ (longitude) × 1 km (height).

2.1.3. Metrological Data

In addition, the reanalysis data of ERA-Interim from the ECMWF (European Centre for
Medium-Range Weather Forecasts), with a resolution of 0.25◦ × 0.25◦, are used to analyze
the synoptic background of the squall line. The 1◦ × 1◦ reanalysis data of the NCEP
(National Centers for Environment Prediction)-FNL (Final Analysis) are used as the initial
field of the WRF model to investigate the dynamical and microphysical characteristics of
the squall line. Sounding data are acquired from the Beijing Meteorology Administration.

2.1.4. WRF Model Configuration

In this study, the WRF model is used to simulate the lighting activity using different
lightning schemes. Two domain nested grids within the resolutions of 3 km and 1 km are
set in the mode. The main model configurations and physical parameterization schemes
are shown in Table 2. The simulation period is from 0000 UTC to 2400 UTC on three squall
lines, 20170707, 20170808, and 20150727, with a spin-up time of 6 h.

Table 2. The WRF model settings.

Model Settings Outer Domain 1 Inner Domain 2

Resolution 3 km 1 km
Area grid 398 × 396 601 × 484
Time step 12 s 12 s

Microphysics WDM6 WDM6
Longwave radiation RRTM RRTM
Shortwave radiation Dudhia Dudhia

Boundary layer BouLac BouLac
Land surface Noah Land Surface Noah Land Surface

Cumulus parameterization Kain–Fritsch (Closed)

2.2. Lightning Parameterization Schemes in the WRF Model

A total of four lightning parameterization schemes for lightning prediction are cur-
rently available in the WRF numerical model. Three of them, named in order based on
PR92, are based on the findings of Price and Rind [37]. As lightning is closely related to the
updraft velocity and CTH of a thunderstorm, Price and Rind [37] established a relationship
between lightning frequency and CTH based on observations. The empirical formula for
lightning frequency (Fc) and CTH (H) is shown as follows:

Fc = 3.44 × 10−5H4.9 (1)

The strength of the updraft is tightly correlated with the CTH of a thunderstorm [54];
therefore, the relationship between the lightning frequency and the maximum updraft
velocity wmax is modified as follows:

Fc = 5.7 × 10−6w4.5
max (2)
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As a result, the PR92_1 scheme mainly relies on the maximum vertical speed to reflect
the lightning frequency via Formula (2). The PR92_2 scheme mainly depends on the 20 dBZ
height, with Formula (1) establishing the correlation between the lightning frequency and
the CTH. This follows, as the PR92 3 scheme is not used in this study because it requires a
specific cumulus convection parameterization scheme and a simulated resolution that is
between 10 and 50 km.

In addition to the two PR92 lightning parameterization schemes, the LPI scheme as an
energy index, which is an integrated influence of the vertical wind velocity and different
hydrometer particles, is also considered. The LPI is defined as the vertical integral of the
hydrometer particles mass flux in the electrification region (0~−20 ◦C), and calculated by
the mixing ratio of the different types of hydrometer particles and the updraft velocity. The
formula is described as follows:

LPI =
1
V

y
εw2dxdydz (3)

where V represents the cloud volume between the 0 and −20 ◦C temperature layers, w
represents the velocity in the vertical direction in m/s, the triple integral ranges from
0 ◦C to −20 ◦C based on the temperature layer, and ε is a dimensionless number ranging
between 0 and 1. More details can be seen in the reference of Yair et al. [42].

ε = 2(QiQl)
0.5/(Qi + Ql) (4)

In the formula, Ql represents the total liquid water mixing ratio, Qi represents the
ice-phase particle mixing ratio, including snow, ice crystal and graupel particles. The unit
of Ql and Qi is kg/kg. The following is the specific formula for Qi:

Qi = qs

[((
qsqg

)0.5/
(
qs + qg

))
+
((

qiqg
)0.5/

(
qi + qg

))]
(5)

where qs represents the mixing ratio of snow particles, qi represents the mixing ratio of
ice crystal particles, qg represents the graupel particles in kg/kg. The value of ε reaches
the maximum as the mixing ratio of total liquid water is equal to the mixing ratio of total
ice-phase particles.

3. Results
3.1. The Study Case

Squall lines are considered one of the most severe thunderstorms in the study region [2].
Related studies of the concerned region found that convective cells usually initiated along
the mountain slope and gradually intensified in the south plain area, forming a morphology
with a linear convective zone and a larger-scale stratiform region [19,55]. Table 3 presents
the characteristics of lightning activity in seven squall lines. It demonstrates that squall
lines are primarily influenced by cold vortexes and deep troughs at 500 hPa. Under the
influence of cold- and warm-moisture airflow, the convective cells are generated along the
mountain edge and propagated from northwest to southeast gradually. With the convective
cells intensified and merged, the convective region formed linearly following the stratiform
region. Typically, the squall line is generated in the late afternoon (local time UTC+8 h)
and has a long lifetime of 5–16 h. The average lightning frequency of different squall lines
fluctuated significantly, with a maximum of 284 fl 6 min−1 and a minimum of 8.5 fl 6 min−1.
Some squall lines have high lightning frequency, with the maximum lightning frequency
reaching 1256 fl 6 min−1, while some squall lines generate low lightning frequency with a
maximum value of only 96 fl 6 min−1 during the whole lifetime. The squall line, which is
referred to as squall line 20170707 occurred in the study region and is being investigated
deeply. It lasts for more than 5 h, generating frequent lightning, strong wind with a
maximum wind speed of 32 m/s, and hailstones with a diameter of 1–5 cm. The synoptic
background of the squall line is primarily influenced by a cold vortex with a low-pressure
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center at Inner Mongolia at 500 hPa, which increased to 850 hPa. The CAPE value reaches
2955 J kg−1 and the convective inhibition (CIN) is relatively small, measuring only 82 J kg−1

at 1200 UTC (figure not shown here). There is a substantial accumulation of unstable energy,
making it favorable for the initiation of convection.

Table 3. Lightning activity of seven squall lines during five warm seasons.

Cases Time
(UTC)

Average LF *
(fl 6 min−1)

Maximum LF *
(fl 6 min−1)

Synoptic
Background

(500 hPa)

20150727 08:00~13:36 284.2 1256 cold vortex
20160609 07:00~23:12 35.3 118 trough
20160621 08:00~14:54 85.8 429 trough
20170707 11:30~16:48 95.2 416 cold vortex
20170713 10:00~19:36 115.1 617 trough
20170802 09:48~20:06 8.5 96 trough
20170808 09:42~19:54 51.2 328 cold vortex

* Represents lightning frequency.

At the initial stage, a convective cell formed in the western mountains of the study
region. As the convective cells moved eastward, the intensity and scale of the squall
line increased and further expanded, eventually forming linear convection (Figure 2a).
During the early stage, lightning mainly concentrated in the strong radar echo with a radar
reflectivity greater than 35 dBZ. At 1312 UTC (Figure 2b), as the squall line entered its
mature stage, the convective line presented an obvious bow echo with frequent lightning
densely distributed in the area with high radar reflectivity greater than 45 dBZ. Meanwhile,
some lightning concentrated at the edge of strong radar echo with a larger gradient. At
1348 UTC (Figure 2c), the intensity of radar reflectivity gradually weakened, coinciding
with a decrease in lightning frequency. As the convection moved out of the study region,
the number of lightning flashes decreased significantly. Some lightning occurred in the
trailing stratiform region. Due to the consumption of water vapor and the cold pool by
the squall line, a new convection cell was initiated in the western mountain area and
gradually strengthened (Figure 2d). As the convective system moved easterly to the plain
area, the convective cells formed a linear morphology accompanied by active lightning.
However, the intensity of convection and the lightning frequency performed notably
weaker than the first squall line. After that, as the convective system moved out of the
study region, the lightning frequency decreased sharply. Throughout the entire lifetime
of the squall line, most of the lightning flashes were concentrated in the areas within high
radar reflectivity exceeding 30 dBZ, while only a small fraction of lightning occurred in the
trailing stratiform region.

3.2. The Establishment of Radar-Based Lightning Parameterization Schemes

The radar echo volume (V30dBZ, V35dBZ, and V40dBZ) within the temperature layer
of 0 ◦C to −40 ◦C serves as indicators to reflect the intensity of thunderstorms. The
radar volumes not only represent the strength of the convective structure but also provide
insights into the distribution of different hydrometeor particles. The charge separation
of thunderstorms primarily occurs in the mix-phase region, where both ice-phase and
liquid-phase hydrometer particles coexist. The radar volumes are calculated by the radar
area (30 dBZ, 35 dBZ, and 40 dBZ composite reflectivity region) in the horizontal level
and extend through all vertical levels of the grid. Using temperature levels interpolated
from the sounding data, the radar echo volume is constrained to vertical levels within the
mixed-phase region with the temperature of 0 ◦C to −40 ◦C.
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squall line.

The temporal lightning frequency and radar echo volumes (V30dBZ, V35dBZ, and
V40dBZ) within the 0 ◦C to −40 ◦C temperature layer demonstrated a bi-modal distribution
(Figure 3). The lightning frequency exhibited a double-peak distribution, corresponding
to the occurrence of two separate squall lines with a maximum of 416 fl 6 min−1. With
the radar echo volumes gradually expanding in the mixed-phase region, the lightning
frequency progressively increased. The peak values of V30dBZ, V35dBZ, and V40dBZ occurred
at approximately the same time, reaching maximum values of 38,000 km3; 25,000 km; and
14,000 km3, respectively. The maximum lightning frequency preceded the peak radar echo
volume, which was greater than 30 dBZ of the first squall line, while there existed a lag
of approximately 20 min behind V35dBZ and V40dBZ. Similarly, the maximum lightning
frequency led the volume of the strong radar echo (V30dBZ, V35dBZ, and V40dBZ) for the
second squall line by approximately 18 min. The increase of lightning frequency is faster
than the strengthen of the radar echo volume, which indicates that lightning can reflect the
intensity of convection in advance. For the volume of radar echo with a greater than 35 dBZ
(V35dBZ and V40dBZ) lag behind peak lightning frequency, the lightning discharge is highly
consistent with the charge region where most of the noninductive charging processes occur.
With the strong radar echo volume reaching the maximum, the electrification and discharge
of thunderstorms are severe and frequent, leading to high lightning frequency.
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In order to explore the specific relationship between lightning activity and radar echo
volumes, the correlation was investigated. Using the case of 20170707 as an example,
lightning frequencies and radar echo volumes greater than 30 dBZ, 35 dBZ, and 40 dBZ
were analyzed for every 6 min period during the lifetime of the squall line (Figure 4).
Comparing other nonlinear fitting findings, the revealed exponential function between the
lightning frequency and the volume of radar echo shows the best-fit relationship, as shown
in Figure 4. In addition, the lightning frequency and the radar echo volume of seven squall
lines all present as an exponent relationship. The function is as follows:

F = aebx (6)

where F represents the lightning frequency in fl 6 min−1; x represents the V30dBZ, V35dBZ,
and V40dBZ in km3; and a and b represent fitting parameters. The highest fit degree R2 is
0.87 with a fitting parameter a of 0.91 and b of 1.48 × 10−4 in the lightning parameterization
scheme of V30dBZ, as shown in Table 4. For the scheme of V35dBZ, the fit degree R2 is 0.83
with a fitting parameter a of 1.51 and b of 2.03 × 10−4, and R2 is 0.76 for the scheme of V40dBZ
with a fitting parameter a of 2.74 and b of 2.91 × 10−4. The fitting findings passed a 99%
significance test, suggesting that the exponential formula is capable of accurately reflecting
the relationship between radar echo and lightning frequency. Based on this relationship,
three radar-volume-based lightning parameterization schemes are established.

Table 4. The parameters and coefficients in equations for the exponent fittings of lightning activity
and radar echo volume in the squall line of 20170707.

Fitting Model R-Squared a b (10−4)

V30dBZ 0.87 0.91 1.48
V35dBZ 0.83 1.51 2.03
V40dBZ 0.76 2.74 2.91
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3.3. The Comparative Verification of Dynamical and Microphysical Characteristics
of the Squall Line

According to the observed relationship between radar echo volume and lightning
frequency, three radar-volume-based lightning parameterization schemes are introduced
into the WRF model. To verify the reliability of simulation results, the convective structure,
the morphology of radar echo, and the intensity of radar reflectivity at several typical
moments of squall lines were compared with the observations. However, it should be noted
that the simulation results showed a time deviation of 72 min earlier than the observations.
As depicted in Figure 5a,e, the simulated propagation direction and morphology of the
squall line matched with the observations during the developing stage. The simulated
maximum radar reflectivity reached 50 dBZ, which performed weaker than the observation
with the reflectivity of 60 dBZ. However, the simulation failed to capture the strong radar
echo in the northern part of the squall line, possibly because of the effect on mountain
topography or the local circulation preventing convection in that area. At the mature
stage, the convective region presented apparent linear morphology from the northeast that
extended to the southwest with a maximum radar reflectivity of 60 dBZ. The simulation
reproduced the convective structure of the squall line. However, the northward convec-
tive cells along the convective line were not captured (Figure 5h). With the convection
further developed (Figure 5c), the intensity of the squall line reached its maximum, with
strong radar echoes concentrated in the urban area. The main convective structure of
the simulation matched well with the observation, in which the center was located in the
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metropolitan area. However, the simulated magnitude of radar reflectivity was relatively
weaker than the actual situation. While the westward convective cell along the leading
line could not be reproduced (Figure 5g). In the subsequent development of the squall line,
the position of the convection region drifted slightly southward, and the intensity of radar
reflectivity dissipated faster than the observation. At the dissipating stage (Figure 5d),
the simulated convective leading line broke apart and diminished, whereas the observed
radar echo s maintained its linear structure. The simulated convective structure of the
squall line dissipated and disappeared relatively faster than observation. Related studies
pointed out that the underlying surface played an important role in the convection, and
local circulation might influence the initiation and intensification of the squall line [56,57].
Despite a difference between the simulation and observations, the convective structure and
propagation pathway of the squall line were generally consistent with the observations,
indicating that the model effectively reproduced the convective structure of the squall line.

The simulated and observed vertical cross-section of the radar echo and the updraft
were compared (Figure 6). The vertical cross-section of radar echo with three-dimensional
lightning radiation sources showed at 1254 UTC (corresponding to the simulation of
1148 UTC). The squall line developed directly into a high level one with a radar reflectivity
of 60 dBZ reaching 6 km and 50 dBZ at 12 km. Lightning radiation sources are mainly
concentrated in the strong radar echo greater than 30 dBZ, with only a small number of
lightning radiation sources distributed in the weak echo region (less than 30 dBZ). The
height of lightning radiation sources is mainly concentrated between 6 km and 11 km, indi-
cating that the main charge region located within this range. The intensity of the simulated
radar echoes was relatively weaker than the observation, with the height of a strong radar
echo greater than 45 dBZ below the observation. The increased inclination of the vertical
airflow and the lower convective region downdraft suggested that the strong vertical wind
shear played a crucial role in maintaining the development of organizational convection.
Despite the intensity of the simulated convection being weaker than the observation, the
overall convective structure and the morphology of squall lines are basically reproduced.
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Figure 6. The observed (a) and simulated radar reflectivity (c) at 12:54 of the squall line, (b) the
vertical cross-section of radar reflectivity along the dotted black line shown in (a) and the distribution
of lightning radiation sources within 0.1◦ latitude around the profile within 6 min superimposed.
The vertical cross-section of radar reflectivity with the vertical wind w. (d) The vertical cross-section
of radar reflectivity along the dotted line shown in (c), respectively. The shaded area represents the
radar echo (dBZ). The solid line represents the updrafts, and the dotted line indicates the downdrafts
(m s−1).
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The vertical distributions of the mixing ratio of graupel particles, ice crystals, and
snow particles at two moments of squall line are depicted in Figure 7. At 1124 UTC
(Figure 7a), corresponding to the formation of a convective line, graupel particles were
primarily distributed in a level between 4 km and 13 km with a concentration between
6 km and 11 km, which is associated with high radar reflectivity. Ice crystals and snow
particles concentrated at a higher level of squall line, with the ice crystals located between
9 and 12 km (Figure 7b) and the snow particles distributed from 7 km to 13 km (Figure 7c).
With the rearward slope of the squall line increased (Figure 7e), the maximum mixing
ratio of graupel particles dropped from 2.0 g/kg to 1.6 g/kg, and the corresponding
height decreased from 12 km to 8 km. The presence of abundant ice-phase particles,
especially graupel-sized particles, facilitated electrification, as indicated by a value greater
than 30 dBZ, which represents the content and distribution of different categories of ice-
phase particles in the mixed phase region. The distribution of hydrometeor particles
further verified that the simulation could reflect the convective structure of the squall line.
Therefore, the lightning activity could be estimated with reasonable accuracy.
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3.4. The Comparison by Different Lightning Parameterization Schemes

The vigorous period of the squall line occurred from 1248 UTC to 1348 UTC, corre-
sponding to 1136 UTC–1236 UTC at simulation time, which was selected to verify the
simulated lightning activity by different lightning parameterization schemes. Figure 8
demonstrated the spatial distribution of simulated lightning density within one hour by
different lightning parameterization schemes, including the PR92_1 scheme, the PR92_2
scheme, LPI, and the volume of strong radar echo (V30dBZ, V35dBZ, and V40dBZ) lightning
schemes during this period. The observed lightning density presented a trend distribution
from northeast to southwest, with the center of lightning density concentrating in the
middle of the study region, basically corresponding to the strong radar echo of the squall
line. The average observed lightning density is 0.6 flashes km−2, with a maximum of
5.4 flashes km−2 (Figure 8g). The simulated lightning density by two of the PR92 schemes
is an order of magnitude lower than the observed value (Figure 8a,b). The lightning density
simulated by LPI demonstrated a dispersed distribution but was basically concentrated
in the middle of the study region, corresponding to the high-value area of observation
(Figure 8c). The spatial distribution of lightning density simulated by the V30dBZ scheme
approached the actual situation, with a maximum lightning density of 3.5 flashes km−2

(Figure 8d). Based on the V35dBZ lightning scheme, the center of lightning density shifted
northwestward compared to the observations, with a peak value of 4.5 flashes km−2
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(Figure 8e). The magnitude of maximum lightning density simulated by V40dBZ scheme
reaches 5.0 flashes km−2 which is closer to the observed value (Figure 8f). Compared to the
observations, the center of lightning density shifted northeasterly based on radar-volume-
based lightning schemes, but the overall distribution of lightning density simulated by
radar volume schemes is more consistent with the observation.

Figure 9 presented the observed and simulated spatial distribution of lightning density
by different lightning parameterization schemes during the whole lifetime of the squall
line with simulation time from 1024 UTC to 1324 UTC, corresponding to observation time
of 1136 UTC–1436 UTC. The observed lightning density exhibited a northwest-to-southeast
orientation distribution, primarily concentrated in the south plain area, with an average
lightning density of 1.2 flash km−2 and a maximum of 6.2 flashes km−2 (Figure 9g). For
the two PR92 lightning schemes, the center of lightning density was mainly concentrated
in the north mountain-to-plain area. Similar to the one-hour lightning prediction, the
magnitude of lightning density obtained from two PR92 schemes is 10 times smaller than
the observation (Figure 9a,b). The high-value energy simulated by the LPI scheme region
corresponded to the higher probability of lightning density. Although the simulated scale
of lightning energy is larger than the observations, the LPI scheme has the ability to capture
the general lightning locations but with discontinuous distribution. The distribution of
lightning density by the V30dBZ scheme is aligned with the propagated path of the squall
line, and the magnitude of lightning density is closely consistent with the observations
with a maximum value of approximately 4.5 flashes km−2 and an average lightning density
of 1.1 flash km−2 (Figure 9d). However, the center of lightning density, as predicted
by the V30dBZ scheme, exhibited a deviation shifting to the northeast compared to the
actual observations. The spatial distribution of lightning density estimated by the V35dBZ
scheme resembled that of the V30dBZ but also shifted to the northwest with the maximum
reaching 4.8 flashes km−2 (Figure 9e). Notably, the spatial distribution and the magnitude
of lightning density reproduced by the V40dBZ scheme are in good agreement with the
observations. In addition, the maximum lightning density reaches 5.2 flashes km−2, which
is highest among five lightning schemes and closer to the observation (Figure 9f). To a
certain extent, all of the lightning parameterization schemes have the ability to describe
the spatial distribution of lightning activity. But the magnitude and spatial distribution of
lightning density are better reproduced by lightning schemes based on radar volumes. The
V40dBZ scheme simulated the better spatial distribution of lightning density which matched
the observation, while the V30dBZ lightning scheme reproduced the better magnitude of
lightning density to the actual scenario. It indicates that each lightning scheme has its own
advantages for lightning prediction.
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Figure 8. The lightning density of squall line by different lightning parameterization schemes
during 1136 UTC-1236 UTC simulation time. (a) PR92_1 scheme, (b) PR92_2 scheme, (c) LPI scheme,
(d) V30dBZ scheme, (e) V35dBZ scheme, (f) V40dBZ scheme, and (g) observation. The color shade
represents the lightning density. The solid backline in the shade represents the value of lightning
density. The unit for (a,b,d–g) is fl km−2, and for (c), it is J kg−1.
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Figure 9. The spatial distribution of lightning density in the squall line (1136–1436 UTC). (a) PR92_1
scheme, (b) PR92_2 scheme, (c) LPI scheme, (d) V30dBZ scheme, (e) V35dBZ scheme, (f) V40dBZ scheme,
(g) observation. The units for (a,b,d–g) are fl km−2, and for (c), it is J kg−1.

In addition, the temporal evolution of lightning frequency by six lightning param-
eterization schemes and the observation are also investigated (Figure 10). To facilitate a
clear comparison between the simulated and observed lightning frequency, the simulation
was normalized to the same observation period. Both the observed lightning frequency
and the simulated lightning frequency by different lightning schemes (PR92_1, PR92_2,
V30dBZ, V35dBZ, and V40dBZ) basically demonstrated a unimodal distribution. The lightning
frequency gradually increased and reached a peak value at the mature stage, and then
decreased as the squall line gradually weakened. With regard to the PR92_1 scheme, the
timing of peak lightning frequency occurrence appeared earlier than the observation, in
which the magnitude accounted for only about one-sixth of the observed value (Figure 10a).
By the PR92_2 scheme, the multiple peaks demonstrated a similar magnitude but accounted
for only about one-twenty-sixth of the observation (Figure 10b). The LPI scheme showed an
earlier occurrence of the peak lightning frequency compared to the observation (Figure 10c).
On the other hand, the lightning frequency simulated by three lightning schemes relied on
radar echo volume, which exhibited a consistent temporal trend with the observation, and
the magnitudes of the lightning frequencies were closer to the observed values (Figure 10d).
Nevertheless, the maximum of lightning frequencies by three radar echo volume-based
lightning parameterization schemes (V30dBZ, V35dBZ, and V40dBZ) are all higher than the
observation. The timing of peak lightning frequency simulated by the V40dBZ scheme was
in good agreement with the observation. However, the maximum lightning frequency
simulated by the V30dBZ and V35dBZ performed a delay feature compared to the observation.

The discrepancies between two PR92 schemes and three lightning parameterization
schemes (V30dBZ, V35dBZ, and V40dBZ) resulted in variations in the lightning estimation. The
PR92_1 lightning scheme mainly relied on the relationship between lightning frequency
and the updraft in thunderstorms. Previous studies have suggested that lightning activity
increases rapidly when the updraft is strong and the downdrafts begin to appear [56].
Consequently, the simulated lightning by the PR92_1 scheme occurred earlier than the
observation. The intensity of the simulated convection performed weaker than the observa-
tion, in addition, the convection of the squall line dissipated faster than the actual situation.
Due to the lightning activity calculated by the PR92_2 scheme mainly relying on the height
of 20 dBZ radar echo, the predicted lightning density was smaller than observation. The
calculation of the LPI scheme relied on the hydrometer particles and the updraft velocity
in the mix-phase region with the temperature from 0 to approximately −20 ◦C, but the
electrification basically occurred in the region with the temperature ranging from 0 ◦C
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to approximately −40 ◦C. This also led to LPI preceding the peak lightning frequency
of observation.
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In contrast, lightning parameterization schemes based on the volume of strong radar
echo (V30dBZ, V35dBZ, and V40dBZ) considered the influence of larger-sized particles and
strong updrafts in the mix-phase region, which played crucial roles in the non-inductive
electrification of the squall line. The non-inductive charge mechanism, primarily relying on
collisions between different sizes of ice-phase particles, is considered the most significant
electrification mechanism [58,59]. Therefore, the lightning activity simulated by three
radar volume-based lightning parameterization schemes (V30dBZ, V35dBZ, and V40dBZ) is
more accurate than the other two PR92 schemes. However, it is worth noting that the
lightning prediction reproduced by the three different radar volume-based schemes still
overestimated the actual lightning frequency. The mismatch in the intensity of convection
likely contributed to the discrepancy in lightning activity between the simulation and
the observation.
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3.5. The Verification of Lightning Prediction in Different Squall Line Cases

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the V30dBZ, V35dBZ, and V40dBZ lightning
schemes, the lightning prediction for two squall lines (named 20150727 and 20170808) was
validated by the six different abovementioned lightning schemes (Figure 11). Compared
to the observation, the simulation of squall line 20170808 delayed a time deviation of
approximately 48 min. However, the convective structure and propagation pathway of the
squall line were generally reproduced, moving from west to east. The lightning density
concentrated in the south plain area, with a peak value of 9.36 flashes km−2 corresponding
to the distribution of a strong radar echo (greater than 30 dBZ). It is important to note
that the entire evolution of lightning activity on a large scale of the squall line cannot
be captured due to the limitations of lightning detection. The spatial lightning density
predicted by two PR92 lightning parameterization schemes is generally consistent with the
influenced areas by squall line. The lightning density is mainly located in the south plain
area, which corresponded well with the observation.
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Figure 11. The observed and simulated radar echo and lightning density by different parameterization
schemes of two squall line cases. The simulated radar reflectivity (a1,a2), observed radar echo (b1,b2),
observed lightning density (c1,c2), PR92_1 scheme (d1,d2), PR92_2 scheme (e1,e2), LPI scheme (f1,f2),
V30dBZ scheme (g1,g2), V35dBZ scheme (h1,h2), and V40dBZ scheme (i1,i2). 1 represents case 20170808,
and 2 represents case 20150727.

Additionally, a high-value region occurred in the western area by the PR92_1 scheme,
but the magnitude of lightning density is one order of magnitude smaller than the observa-
tion (Figure 11(d1)). The maximum lightning density estimated by the PR92_2 scheme only
accounted for 1/4 of the observation (Figure 11(e1)). In contrast, the distribution of LPI
performed similarly to the actual lightning density (Figure 11(f1)). In addition, the spatial
lightning density predicted by the V30dBZ lightning scheme is closely consistent with the
observation, with a maximum value of 8.9 flashes km−2. On the other hand, the predicted
lightning densities by lightning schemes of V35dBZ and V40dBZ are in good agreement with
the observation but with a more considerable peak value of 9.7 flashes km−2 by the V35dBZ
scheme and 10.5 flashes km−2 by the V40dBZ scheme (Figure 11(h1–i1)).

Regarding the squall line of 20150727, which is a large-scale convective system, the
convective merger, splitting, and reorganization processes occur alternately during the
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evolution of convection. The simulated intensity of convection and spatial scale of the
squall line was less than the observation and delayed for 42 min. It is not expected to
accurately capture the convective structure, especially the interaction mechanisms between
different convective cells in the linear convective region. As a result, the estimated lightning
activities by different lightning parameterization schemes were not as accurate as was
desired. The radar-volume-based lightning schemes and LPI scheme performed better
than the two PR92 schemes. The magnitude of lightning density simulated by three
Vradar lightning schemes is larger than observation, while that of V30dBZ matches well
with the observation (Figure 11(g2)). Due to the scale-limitation of lightning detection,
the observed lightning only covered the Beijing and surrounding area, and could not
capture the complete lightning evolution characteristics. Therefore, the temporal lightning
frequency by different parameterization schemes is not discussed in this paper. The analysis
also indicated that lightning predictions based on reliable lightning parameterization
schemes could supplement the areas lacking lightning information.

4. Summary and Discussion

Based on the three-dimensional lightning data, S-band Doppler radar, sounding, and
reanalysis data, the relationships between strong radar echo and the lightning frequency
of typical squall lines are investigated. Additionally, radar-volume-based fitting lightning
parameterization schemes, named V30dBZ, V35dBZ, and V40dBZ, have been established based
on well-organized squall lines. The lightning activities predicted by six lightning parame-
terization schemes are evaluated in typical squall lines. The main findings of the study are
as follows:

(1) Statistical analysis of squall lines revealed there exists a strong correlation with
an exponential correlation between lightning frequency and the volume of radar echoes.
The lightning parameterization schemes, including V30dBZ, V35dBZ, and V40dBZ, have been
established and introduced into the WRF model.

(2) The simulations successfully reproduced the evolution and convective structure
of different cases of squall lines, and they are basically consistent with the observations.
However, there is a time deviation ranging from 42 min to 72 min between the simulation
and observation of squall lines. Two PR92 schemes showed a relatively similar spatial
distribution of lightning density to the observations but significantly underestimated the
magnitude of lightning density. Although the LPI scheme could not obtain the lightning
activity directly, the lightning energy matched well with lightning distribution to some
extent. The spatiotemporal lightning activity predicted by the V30dBZ, V35dBZ, and V40dBZ
lightning schemes agrees with the observations but with an overestimated magnitude.
Each radar volume-based scheme has advantages on the spatial distribution or magnitude
of lightning prediction.

(3) The lightning estimation on two different squall lines by the six lightning schemes
is verified. The radar-volume-based lightning schemes demonstrated that the lightning
prediction in the well-organized squall line performed better than that with complicated
convective processes involving convective merger, split, and reorganization. The LPI
scheme performed well in predicting the spatial distribution of lightning. Additionally,
the spatial and temporal lightning predictions estimated by radar-volume-based lightning
schemes performed better than those of other schemes.

Under the unique terrain with three directional surrounding mountains and the
southeast ocean, convective cells are initiated along the mountain edge, forming a linear
convective system as it develops. Squall lines occurred frequently during warm seasons
over the study area. Therefore, the Vradar lightning schemes are established based on the
relationship between lightning frequency and different thresholds of radar echo volume in
the type of squall lines. In this study, the lightning predictions are estimated by six different
lightning schemes in well-organized thunderstorms. Different lightning parameterization
schemes relied on the physical connections between lightning activity and distinguished
convective factors. The verification of lightning activity by different lightning schemes
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shows some discrepancies between lightning estimations and observations. The lightning
frequency simulated by the PR92_1 and PR92_2 schemes is underestimated with one
order less than the actual lightning activity. The lightning prediction strongly relied on
the simulated CTH and maximum updraft (PR92 schemes), which reflected the intensity
of convection to some extent. However, PR92 schemes are unable to predict high flash
rates. In order to produce significant lightning, the simulated storm must extensively
develop vertically and extend to a high level. The LPI scheme and Vradar schemes have
a good performance on the spatial lightning estimation, which is basically consistent
with observations. However, LPI represents an energy parameter that cannot directly
obtain the lightning activity. The lightning prediction estimated by V30dBZ, V35dBZ, and
V40dBZ lightning schemes showed slight differences demonstrating similar spatiotemporal
characteristics in different squall lines. Additionally, the temporal evolution of lightning
estimation using three Vradar schemes is closer to the observations, which performed better
than LPI. The LPI scheme represents the hydrometer particles and the updraft velocity in
the mix-phase region with the temperature from 0 to approximately −20 ◦C. While the
radar-volume-based lightning schemes of V30dBZ, V35dBZ, and V40dBZ primarily depended
on ice-phase particles associated with the updraft in the mix-phase region between the layer
with the temperature of 0~−40 ◦C. Usually, the electrification occurred in the mixed-phase
region from the temperature level of 0~−40 ◦C. Therefore, lightning activity simulated by
the Vradar scheme outperformed the LPI scheme. Basarab et al. [27] evaluated lightning
activity using seven lightning parameterization schemes and found that the most successful
updated scheme predicted lightning based on the radar-derived mixed-phase 35 dBZ echo
volume. It indicated lightning schemes considering the interaction between dynamics and
microphysics that are more suitable for lightning prediction. Three Vradar schemes reflect
the spatial and temporal distribution advantages of lightning estimation. It verified that
the Vradar scheme is an effective parameter for forecasting lightning activity.

It must be admitted that the accuracy of lightning prediction is highly dependent on
the simulation of convection. Mortelmans et al. [44] emphasized that there is no single
best method to predict lightning activity. Lightning prediction by model simulation greatly
depends on complicated reasons, such as the different model resolutions, model settings,
mathematical equations, and initial field. It is vital to note that the success of all lightning
schemes strongly relied on the model’s ability to appropriately describe the required input
parameters for the given lightning scheme. In this study, only the reanalysis data was
used, which means that the dynamics and microphysics simulated by the model may have
yet to fully capture the complexity of convective evolution. As a result, the convective
structure of the squall line exhibited apparent variations under different microphysical
parameterization, and the estimation of lightning activity was also influenced by multiple
factors during the simulation. Data assimilation incorporating additional data, such as
radar, sounding, and other meteorological data, will enhance the ability of the initial field
and improve the estimation of lightning activity. Although only squall lines were evaluated
in this study, more validation across different types of thunderstorm cases by different
lightning parameterization schemes in predicting lightning activity will supplement in the
following work. The radar-volume-based lightning parameterization schemes established
in this study offered a referenceable method to estimate the lightning activity without
lightning detection. Furthermore, the proposed lightning parameterization schemes based
on V30dBZ, V35dBZ, and V40dBZ presented a promising avenue for advancing lightning
data assimilation.
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